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Our Mission: To provide cost-effective theft solutions in order to increase our
customers’ prots by reducing their losses due to theft.
Since 1988, Se-kure Controls (Canada) Inc. has been serving Canadian retailers nationally,
providing a quality line of shop-theft deterrents and solutions to reduce retail theft. This
catalogue represents some of the newest ideas in our industry as well as the most popular
items that we have continued to offer over our 14 years in business.
We continue to stay in front of our competitors by providing fast service through our national toll free phone
lines or fax lines, and back this with prompt delivery from our two stocking warehouses, strategically located
in Richmond, BC and Mississauga, ON. We also have a national sales force of qualified representatives who
service our clients on a regular basis.
Some of our best ideas come from our clients. We welcome your suggestions and invite you to contact us.

Notre Mission: est de fournir une solution contre le vol à un prix raisonable, an
d’augmenter les prots de nos clients et réduire les pertes due au vol.
Depuis 1988, la compagnie Se-Kure Controls (Canada) Inc. dessert les détaillants Canadiens
en fournissant une gamme de produits de sécurité de fine pointe, afin d’aider l’industrie à
combattre le vol à l’étalage. Ce catalogue renferme qulques unes des dernières innovations
dans l’industrie d’aujourd’hui en plus des articles les plus populaires que nous offrons depuis
déjà quatorze ans.
Nous continuons à demeurer en avance sur nos compétiteurs en fournissant un service rapide par l’enremise de
notre systeme téléphonique ou télécopieur sans frais (ligne 800), et une livraison prompte,en provenance de nos
deux entrepôts stratégiquement situés à Richmond CB, et à Mississauga, Ont. Nous avons aussi une force de
vente nationale de représentants qualifiés qui font le service de notre clientele sur base régulière.
Se-Kure Controls (Canada) Inc.
Cheryl Gillott
VP and CEO / VP and Directeur Général

Terms and Conditions

Pricing is provided on a separate price-list and subject to change without prior notice.
Terms OAC, Net 30 days from invoice, unless previously agreed to. Accounts past 60 days will be placed on credit hold
until the account is brought up to date.
Backorders will be held for 60 days and thereafter cancelled if not supplied.
Returns - No merchandise will be accepted without a pre-approved RMA. Authorized returns must be prepaid to our nearest
warehouse. Unauthourized returns will be refused and sent back freight collect.
Claims - For lost or damaged merchandise, regardless of cause, must be submitted within 10 days of receipt of goods.
Payment can be made by cheque or Visa. Make all cheques payable to Se-Kure Controls (Canada) Inc.

Termes et Conditions de Vente

Prix - La liste de prix est sur une liste de prix séparé et est sujet a changer sans pré-avis.
Termes - Net 30 jours de la date de facturation. Pour les facturations dépassant 60 jours, Les commande ultérieurs seront
placé en retenu justqu’au moment, que ces facturations seront mises a dàte.
Marchandise Non Livrée (Backorder) seront en attente pendant 60 jours, ci après elles seront cancellées.
Retours - Aucune marchandise sera acceptée sans pré-autorisation (RMA) (retour marchandise approuvé) Les retours
approuvés devront être prépayés et livré à un de nos entrepôt le plus près.
Réclamation - Pour produits perdus ou endommagés, peu importe la cause, devront être soumis a l’intérieur des 10
jours de la réception.
Payement - Peu se faire par cheque ou carte Visa. Faire les cheques a l’attention de Se-Kure Controls (Canada) Inc.
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For over thirty years Se-kure Controls has manufactured display alarms. Many changes and innovations
have been incorporated over the years, but the one thing that remains in common is the exceptional
quality. From our point of view, we make them too good, as there are many still in service after 10 years
use. Now that’s what we call “a good return on your investment”.
“LE” SERIES

Se-Kure Controls offers a choice of several display alarm systems suitable for
most applications. We provide the ability to custom design our products to fit your
specific needs. We can work with your security department or with your display
builder to insure that you get the most efficient system to meet your requirements.
Let us be a partner to your projects.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 103KLE

LE Alarm with keypad on/off

SK 103XLE

LE Alarm with key on/off, external horn

SK HD 403 U

Gate Alarm for checkouts

SK 103 XKLE

LE Alarm with keypad, external horn

SK103 LE

LE alarm with key on/off
additional models available on request

SKT 6 & SKT 12 END CAP ALARMS
When you need a small system to cover 6 to 12 items, the SKT series is the
answer. This compact, self-contained alarm uses all the same sensors in the LE
arsenal, making this series very versatile and popular for laptops, hand held electronics, or camera layouts. Mounting holes are located in the casing to allow easy
installation to the underside or back of a display to maintain a low security profile.
We have installed the 85dB horn and power them with AC/DC. Optional extra loud
105dB external horn can be added, at an additional cost, just add “X” to the part
number.
ORDER
INFORMATION

POWER TOOL ALARM

Item No.

Description

SKT 12 X

12 Port Alarm with external horn

SKT 6

6 Port alarm with key on/off

SKT 12

12 Port alarm with key on/off

Protect your power tools with the LE alarm system. Easily installed on your display
using a variety of sensors, specifically designed to attach to the wide selection of
power tools on display. Clients like Canadian Tire, Revy, Home Hardware, Totem
Lumber, House of Tools, and many others nationally have significantly reduced
losses and increased sales by allowing prospects easy access to help them make
their buying decision. This also equates to less staff involvement and speeds up
the sale.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

ask for our brochure on the power tool alarm system
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ELECTRONIC ALARM SENSORS

Used to attach products to a display, Se-Kure Controls offers the widest selection
of sensors, both in single and dual head applications. Whether you are securing
computers, cell phones, PDA's, musical instruments or power tools, we have a
solution to reduce your exposure to theft. For tailoring a system to your requirements, most sensors are interchangeable with our variety of alarms. Each sensor
has a tri-coloured tattle-tale LED, that tells you the status of the sensor and alarm.
This is a visual confirmation of 'I am working'.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

Assorted alarm sensors for most applications

SK 10106 LE / SK 10112 LE CONNECTOR STRIPS
Se-Kure Controls has made it simple for you to install our systems. Cable connections are made with familiar telephone jacks, like those in use in your offices
and homes. This provides the opportunity to upgrade or downscale your display
requirements, as demands change.
Visual Locator - The alarm system splitter boxes and strips have ''green" LED's,
which are activated by an alarm or open circuit. This immediately identifies the
correct location of the problem for your staff. A confirming green LED will be found
at the sensor head, where it is normally attached to the protected item. Whether
you want to protect 1 or 100 products on your display, we can assist you. Using
the various splitters and connector strips to simply daisy chain the alarm system
to all the products displayed, we provide an attractive, efficient, expandable, easy
to maintain system, that will pay for itself in short order. Theft attempts are greeted
with a loud 85 dB alarm, to alert staff to the intrusion. Most alarms are available
with choice of key/lock or keypad configuration.
ORDER
INFORMATION

SK 535 – ONE ON ONE ALARM

Description

SK 10106LE

6 port strip

SK 10112LE

12 port strip

SK 107LE

6 port splitter box

This small, self-contained, battery operated alarm is suitable for single product
displays. One sensor is included, however other single sensors can be used at an
additional cost. A double faced adhesive pad mounts the alarm to the display. Key
on/off operation. Comes complete with 9V battery.
Also available is the SK 530 jewellery spinner alarm (not shown). The SK 530 is
a self- contained battery operated alarm which is triggered when tilted to a 15
degree angle. Key on-off operation.
ORDER
INFORMATION
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Item No.

Item No.

Description

SK 535

One on One alarm with sensor

SK 530

Jewellery spinner alarm
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Alert your staff before the thief gets to the front door. High-end clothing, like leathers and furs need
constant monitoring. Unless you're into the 'thrill of the chase', here are a couple of inexpensive alternatives that will help you stop the problem right at the rack.
SK 3620 – GARMENT ALARM

Protect up to 20 garments with this versatile, battery operated alarm system.
Mounts easily to a floor display stand or to a wall. The 85dB alarm and flashing
red LED immediately reports any attempt at theft and identifies the display rack on
which the offence has occurred - and even the item at risk. The keypad operated
on/off feature is reprogrammable to allow custom code applications and frequent
changes. Clothing is secured by turtle clips on 8ft expanding cables. This system
allows customers the opportunity to try on the item while it is still firmly tethered
to the display stand. The alarm control box will lock-on to the compromised location and mark it with a flashing red LED. This position is held in memory until the
sensor is reset and the alarm code re-keyed. Each alarm comes complete with 20
sensor cables with clips, and the required batteries. Warranty is one full year.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 3620

Klothing Kontrol alarm with 20 clips

SK 3617

Extra clips

SK 3690

Flashing ‘alert’ LED

SK 336

Universal mounting bracket (optional)

SK 333 – FASHION CABLE SECURITY SYSTEM
For the budget-minded, this tried and true security system has been around for
decades, and still remains one of the most popular lines of defense against shoplifting. We feature a 1/8" heavy duty, 8' lasso cable, that is very difficult to cut. The
lock box can easily accommodate up to 25 cables and can be mounted to most
upright fixtures. The 8' cable length allows the prospective client to try the article
on, while it is securely tethered to the display stand.
ASK US ABOUT VOLUME PRICING ON SPECIAL ORDERS
ORDER
INFORMATION

ALPHA SHARK TAG

Item No.

Description

SK 333T

Cable lock box with 1” tube

SK 333 U

Cable lock box with U clamp

SK 302

8’ Medium duty cable

SK 303

8’ Heavy duty cable

SK 336

Universal mounting bracket (optional)

The ALPHA SHARK TAG selection offers security tags in two versions, home or
store removal. The soft goods tags can be provided with popular EAS labels to
work with existing equipment. The micro thin needle will not damage even the
most delicate garments, with minimal effect on merchandising.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

ST 110

Shark Tag with no EAS tag

ST 110DR

Shark Tag with DR technology
*Specify color choice, orange, grey
Ask for quote on other applications
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Let your fingers do the walking? Not generally something that a retailer wants to hear. Often, the focus
is not only on the security, but also the safe-keeping of delicate or complex items, that are better viewed
than handled. For those concerns we have some suggestions that are both economical and reliable.
SK 1488 – TALL GLASS SHOWCASE ALARM
Protecting up to 6 sliding doors (3 pairs), this security system features a new
RF remote control operated alarm with no moving parts. A microprocessor controls the electronic sensors, replacing mechanical switches, which wear out with
repeated use. The 85dB alarm horn reacts immediately to unauthorized entry.
Powered by a 110v AC system with backup 9v DC system, this alarm is ideal
for all showcase applications, from jewellery, porcelain, video games, sporting
goods, power tool accessories and more. Small and compact, it can be retrofitted
into most existing displays, or built in to new units at time of construction.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 1488

Tall Glass alarm for showcases

SHOWCASE LOCKS & HARDWARE (ASSORTED)
Whether it's sliding locks or security hardware, we can usually provide you with
your requirements, and at competitive prices. Give us the information on brand
name and part number if you can and we'll do some digging. If we don't have
it, we'll try to help you find it.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SC23

Showcase slide lock with ratchet

ID 8140

Showcase with pin tumbler

C409

Cabinet sliding lock

By using our "Design-A-Cable" program, we have the capability to custom fabricate a variety of special
security cables (with a minimum quantity of 100 pieces). The photos below show some applications we
have previously produced. Let us help you design a cable for your needs.
NON-ALARMED CABLE SECURITY PRODUCTS
Non-alarmed cable security products for slatwall and pegboard walls. Available in
coiled or straight cable with a variety of fittings. Call for a Product Sheet.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SKP 400

Anchor attachment for pegboard

SKP 200K

Security allen key for SKT 400

SKP 415

Anchor attachment for slatwall

SKP 416

Security allen key for SKP 415

SKP 942

Coiled cable with eyelet and end plug

SKP 985

Coiled cable with eyelet and ant.
Custom cables available on special order
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SK 1905 – REMOTE CONTROL SECURITY/ORGANIZER
Keep the right remote with the right product. No more wasting valuable time digging through boxes, trying to find the matching remote. It's attached to the product
by a coiled cable device that we call a PCP. Your display is always neat and organized, allowing the customer to try out the features of the TV. This is also used on
items such as small appliances and other vulnerable products. Available in 5' and 8'
lengths. Renew the adhesive pads and they can be used over, time after time.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 1905

5’ coil with adhesives & velcro

SK 1908

8’ coil with adhesives & velcro

SK 1908-6

10’ coil with adhesives & velcro

SK 1909

1”x 2” adhesive pads

SK 1912

Removal tool

SK 1942

1”x 2” Velcro set

Keep your displays clean, neat and organized. Smaller hand-held pocket-sized products can be shown more
securely, using one of the many recoiler/retractors available from Se-Kure Controls. If you're working on a new
display stand, allow us to assist you in recommending something suitable. Information on models, dimensions, cable strengths and attachment heads is easily available to make your display appealing and attractive.
SK 4300/4500 SERIES

Se-Kure Controls carries the widest selection of recoiling devices in the market today.
Everything from micro, mini, standard, teardrop, and electronic units, as well as a vast
selection of tuits (cable connector heads), for almost every imaginable application.
Contact us with your specifications and we will assist you in selecting the model most
suited for your requirement. CALL FOR A DETAILED BROCHURE.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 4300

Micro recoiler

SK 44TD

Teardrop recoiler

SK 4500

Standard recoiler

SK 45XXLE

Electronic recoiler

FDTR-016

YoYo electronic recoiler

FDTS-001

Sensor head

SK4400 SERIES - STRONG AS A FULL SIZED, BUT MORE COMPACT
The Mini Recoiler can be mounted on any of it’s sides. You also have a choice of 3
sides from which the cable can exit. There are several shapes and sizes of attachable cable ends to select from. All necessary adhesives are included. Perfect for
cell phone displays and small hand-held electronics.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 4400

Standard version with brass eyelet

SK 4432

Mini recoiler with 7/8” round attachment head

SK 4431

Mini recoiler with 1 1/4” round attachment head
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The loss of a computer can be a costly experience, especially if it contains your personal and business
files. There are many ways to help reduce that risk, and here are three that we have found very effective
on CPU's and peripherals, as well as laptops.
SK 99- 730 LOCKING DISPLAY BRACKET FOR LAPTOP COMPUTERS
Give your customers the opportunity to checkout the features of your products,
while protecting your inventory. Universal locking laptop bracket, easily installed.
This all metal bracket can be adjusted to fit most laptops. System is designed to
be screwed or bolted down to the display and the key/lock and bar configuration
hinders the unit from being removed. If several are required for one location, we
can key them alike for your convenience. Fits up to 15" width.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 99-730

Locking bracket for laptop/notebooks

RK 731

Anti scratch liner kit for above

PTR 113

Replacement lock & key assy

SK 189BD – LOCKING BOX & CABLE KIT
This is a "simple to install" system, that offers an inexpensive way to secure laptops or other peripherals. The kit consists of 1 lockbox and key, a 6' heavy duty
cable, and a 5" square heavy metal plate and double sided adhesive pad with high
adhesion. This firmly applies to the bottom of the item and provides an excellent
deterrent against grab and run incidents. Easily unlocks from the security cable for
portability. If several kits are required, we can key alike if requested.
Each system can be extended to cover more peripherals by adding extra plates
to the cables. Ask for more information.
ORDER
INFORMATION

SNP 652 - SNAP IT

Item No.

Description

SK 189BD

Computer cable kit with key assy & 6’ cable

SK 169/4

HD 4’ cable for above (additional)

SK 169/6

HD 6’ cable for above (additional)

SK 194

5” x 5” metal mounting plate

Portable cable locking system for Notebook computers. Locks on without a key
and can be installed or removed in seconds. Universal fit to all Notebooks with the
security slot. Heavy-duty lasso cable can be used to secure the computer to a desk,
car seat or heavy object. If several are required, you can request 'keyed alike."
MORE PRODUCTS AVAILABLE ASK FOR BROCHURE
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SNP 652

Portable cable lock for laptops

Also available in resale packaging
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Video cameras are a hot item for any retail electronics outlet. Many of the national retail chains have found
that keeping them locked up behind glass doors only results in lost sales, or valuable sales time tied up
demonstrating and explaining the various makes and models to your customer. There is a better way....
ECV 2000 – VIDEO SWITCHER SYSTEM
The Ultimate in Self-Demonstrating Video Equipment

Make "hands on" your ally, not your enemy. This self-managing switching device
can supervise multiple cameras, automatically switching them while providing
unparalleled security. Prospective customers can view various cameras, automatically viewed in sequence on a monitor, or any specific model by simply lifting it off
its mounting post. For security, 3 methods of theft deterrents are employed, two of
these have alarm responses, and the other is a cable tether.
EXPANSION CAPABILITY - The initial design is provided in a 4-camera configuration, however we have added a new 8-position unit recently. Where larger
configurations are required, we can accommodate these by simply ganging the
modules in series, to achieve your requirements. For more information on this
video switching system, contact our sales department for a quote.
Tripod mount camcorders can be protected with our popular SK 1830 pan and tilt
locking bracket. For multiple brackets, we can provide keyed alike on request.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

ECV 2000

Camcorder video switcher system

SK 1830

Pan-tilt camcorder bracket

For larger projects, we can offer a variety of custom designed and manufactured acrylic or metal work.
For more information, contact our sales department.
SK 1881 LE – PAT PUCK WITH SENSOR
The Pat Puck mount is constructed of a heavy gauge, lightweight aluminium, with
an alarm sensor built in. A 3/16" aircraft cable backup security system is incorporated, and further deters attempts at theft. The Pat Puck sensor works with both
the LE and ME alarm systems.
One thing most cameras have in common is the tripod mounting port. Using this
as the security point, we have several options available to protect your display.
While we can supply mechanical cabling, we do recommend that you use this in
conjunction with the electronic alarm to double the security.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 1881LE

Pat Puck with sensor & pin

SK 1893

3” mounting post

SK 1891

6” mounting post
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While vaults are still the best place to keep cash and valuables, sometimes there is a need to have something on hand at the checkouts for cash overflow, coupons, credit card slips, etc. An inexpensive under
the counter mounted skim-box is an easy way to address these problems.
SK700FS – SINGLE COMPARTMENT CASH DROP BOX
Front opening with piano hinge, slot with anti-fish pickproof guard. Complete with
mounting holes and screws. Dimensions: 6' W x 7"H X 10" D
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 700 FS

Drop box with 2 locks

MKR 2060 SENTINEL – LARGE CAPACITY SKIM BOX WITH DUAL LOCK
Many companies prefer a larger, stronger cash container. The Sentinel mounts
under the cashier's outlet and locks to a special mounting plate affixed to the
underside of the counter. A crush paddle, located inside the box, is operated by a
hand lever to make sure that currency or documents are compacted to maximize
the capacity. When a cash pickup is required, the skim box is unlocked by one of
the two separate keys and then slid from the mounting track. While in transit to the
cash office, security remains intact, until opened by a second (different) key held
in the cash office. Dimensions are 12" x 6" x 12" and 3k weight. Keying options
available on request
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

MKR 2060

Sentinel HD drop box

PDI 33 – UV COUNTERFEIT DETECTION LIGHT
Despite the attempts of government to curtail counterfeit currency and credit
cards, this situation is becoming a more serious problem for retailers. We have a
viable solution to help identify counterfeit currency, foreign & domestic, as well as
other methods of cash transaction.
Easy to use, countertop model ultraviolet light, with dual tube high efficiency 9w
bulb. 10,000 hour life expectancy, with a one year warranty. A red WARNING
sticker provided advises prospective fraud artists that this device is in use in your
facility. Detects counterfeit US, CDN, and many EU currencies, credit cards and
travellers cheques. This unit pays for itself very quickly. CSA & UCL Approved.
We carry a stock of replacement UV bulbs for other brands. Most have the information imprinted on the original bulb. Call us for your requirements.
ORDER
INFORMATION
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Item No.

Description

PDI 33

9w Dual bulb detector

PLS 9W/08

replacement bulb for PDI 33

F6T5-BLB

replacement bulb for ID 2000

MD 1993/63

replacement bulb for MD 188
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Some of the most commonly used security devices are simply convex mirrors and suspended ceiling mirror
domes. These are most often seen in pharmacies, department store and convenience outlets. We offer a full
line of economy indoor mirrors as well as a premium version which is also suitable for outdoor use.
INC 18 – INDOOR ECONOMY UNI-CONVEX MIRROR
Supplied complete with mounting hardware. Sizes ranging from 12" to 36" are stocked
for quick shipment. For the premium style, order with prefix "EXC". (i.e. EXC 18)
Tip: To determine your need, measure the distance from the viewing location
(cash area) to the objective (back wall). If this is approximately 25' feet then use a
26" inch diameter mirror. The formula is 1 inch diameter to one foot in distance.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

INC 18

18” mirror with bracket

INC 26

26” mirror with bracket

INC 30

30” mirror with bracket

INC 36

36” mirror wirh Bracket
(Fully framed mirrors use prefix EXC)

SK 360–24 – MIRRORED CEILING UNI-DOME
This lightweight, drop-in unit is designed for use with suspended ceiling tiles.
Usually mounted in the centre of the store, it gives a panoramic 360-degree view
to cover several aisles consecutively. Sizes start at 24" diameter and are available
up to 48". Call us for more information.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 360-24M

Mirrored 24” drop-in dome

SK 360-24MS

See thru version for camera

SK 88–300 – 22” SMOKED UNI-DOME
Designed to drop into a suspended tile ceiling, the actual outside dimensions are
2' x 2'. Light weight and easily mounted, it can be used with or without a security
camera. Cameras can be mounted in any position, viewing 360 degrees. Shoplifters never know if it's "live". Save CCTV costs by alternating live and dummy.
Note: Where required, we include a light shield to darken the dome against backlighting.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 88-300

22” drop-in smoked see-thru dome

FULL CATALOGUE ON MIRRORS AND DOMES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
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SK 88–324 – 12” SMOKED DOME
Designed to replicate popular "high speed" domes, this inexpensive 3 piece unit
comes with 2'x2' white panel and 12", camera quality smoked dome. For additional effectiveness, an anti-light shield completes the package, insuring no light
leakage, (or back lighting) to expose the camera, or the lack of. This system is
also available with a 9" dome. Camera mounts can also be added upon request.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 88-309

9” smoked uni-dome in 2’ x 2’ white panel

SK 88-324

12” smoked uni-dome in 2’ X 2’ white panel

SK 88–312WT – 12” VIDEO GLOBE
This affordable 12" indoor video globe can be suspended above the floor for
camera surveillance. The black lens makes it impossible to determine where the
camera is directed and so it acts as both a covert and visual deterrent to theft. Call
us for any queries you might have on CCTV camera equipment or installations.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 88-312

12” suspended smoked uni-globe

SK 88-314

14” suspended smoked dome

SK 88-318

18” suspended smoked dome

SK 88-360

22” suspended smoked dome

(White shown)

(Add WT for white top)

SK 935 - SIMULATED CCTV CAMERA
Occasionally, the appearance of having security is enough to deter a shoplifting
situation. This camera has a battery operated flashing light on the camera face,
simulating a live system. It is readily attached to a wall or ceiling and have two
cables provided for further credibility. The adjustable bracket allows easily direction of the field of view. Not suited for outdoor use.
Disclaimer: This is camera is not intended for use in high risk areas such as parking garages, elevators etc., where there is a there is a perceived sense of safety
from attack. Use in such cases could make the property owner liable in the event
of an incident.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SK 935

Simulated CCTV Camera

FULL CATALOGUE ON MIRRORS AND DOMES AVAILABLE ON REQUEST
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SG2284 - 12” 2 PAGE / 8 CHANNEL REAL TIME B&W QUAD OBSERVATION SYSTEM WITH 4 B&W CAMERAS
· View up to 8 camera locations using 2 page/ 8 channel quad option in real time
· Metal cabinet (8 DIN - 8 BNC and Audio RCA)
· Cameras with motion sensor automatically brings trouble location to full screen display
· Two way audio communication
· On-screen programming: date*time*camera identification
· Selectable still frame option (quad or full screen)
· Alarm trigger inputs and outputs
· Sequential or full screen viewing options
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SG 2284

12” 2 Page/ 8 channel real time

CVA 6805

100’ additional cable with coupler

SG7894R - 14” COLOUR 2 PAGE 8 CHANNEL QUAD OBSERVATION SYSTEMS WITH 4 COLOUR CAMERAS
· View up to 8 camera locations using 2 page / 8 channel quad option in real time
· Metal cabinet (8 DIN - 8 BNC and Audio RCA)
· Selectable picture-in-picture viewing option
· Digital freeze with 2 times zoom feature
· Remote control or main panel operation
· Two-way audio communication
· Camera with motion sensor automatically brings trouble location to full screen display
· Sequential and roll screen viewing optional
· Power switch enables monitor to be turned OFF while recording
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SG 7894R

14” 2 Page/ 8 channel real time

CVA 6805

100’ additional cable with coupler

SG7964 - 960 HOUR TIME LAPSE VCR - WITH DIGITAL SHUTTLE 40 HOUR REAL TIME / 1280 HOUR RECORDING
Whatever your application, you will find the ideal recorder in the Lorex line of professional Time Lapse VCR’s. Unique to Lorex is a ball bearing capstan motor, providing the longest life (250-800% more than standard motors), 40 Hour real time
recording with power loss memory, digital shuttle, and multi-voltage capability...
· Digital shuttle with 6 selectable recording settings
· 14 selectable recording options
· Built-in rechargeable back up battery (up to 1 month)
· Easy to use on-screen programming
· Power loss memory (most recent 35 events)
· 4 selectable audio recording settings
· 4 selectable recording modes: alarm, panic, repeat and timer
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SG 7964

960 hour time lapse VCR

ASK FOR A COMPLETE LOREX CATALOGUE

SE-KURE CONTROLS (CANADA) INC.
Toronto 1-800-667-3390

Ph: (905) 670-9885

Fax: (905) 670-9188

WWW.SEKURE.CA
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Vancouver 1-800-667-9199

Ph: (604) 273-4456

Fax: (604) 273-4459
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Retail security for media software, wine & spirits, soft goods, hardware, sporting goods & personal care
products. Alpha products are tough, tamper-proof and recyclable, keeping security costs to a minimum.
For more innovative Alpha products ask for our brochure.
BULLDOG BOX

Available in several sizes, the Bulldog Box is the best way to secure small packaged products. The clear acrylic case locks the item in, and it can only be
opened by a staff member with the easy release mechanism. EAS compatible, bar
code scannable, can be displayed on shelves or pegboard. Applications for software, Gameboy, camcorder & camera accessories, print cartridges, memory
chips/sticks and more.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

ACT 224B

Game Boy/PlayStation security case

PEGBOARD HOOKS /SLATWALL HOOKS
Available in two versions, locking and anti-sweep, to prevent theft by sweeping
of products from hooks. Various lengths, allows for the open display of products,
acting also as a visual deterrent. Suitable for batteries, film, razor blades,
printer cartridges, memory cards, writing instruments and generally anything
you hang on a hook.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SHS9

Anti-sweep pegboard hook 9” length

SHL9

Locking Pegboard hook, 9”

SHS9W

Anti-sweep Slatwall hook, 9”

SH L9W

Locking Slatwall hook, 9”

SHS9G

Anti-sweep Gridwall hook, 9”

SHL9G

Locking Gridwall hook, 9”

MAGll

HandKey for locking hooks

SHT

Optional tag holder

EASy BOTTLE “PUT A LID ON LOSS”
The Alpha EASy-Bottle is ideal for liquor outlets, restaurants, bars, where alcohol
products are a target. This re-useable locking cap comes in two sizes and easily
snaps onto most wine, champagne and liquor bottles. It is fully compatible with
EAS tagging and easily removed at the cashier by a simple hand key. The half
inch increase in height means that most shelving does not have to be altered to
accommodate the cap. EASy-Bottle will pay for itself in savings in a very short
time. Call for quantity pricing.
ORDER
INFORMATION
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Item No.

Description

EBS

EASy bottle locking security cap, small insert

EBL

EASy bottle locking security cap, large insert

EBKey

Handkey removal tool for security caps

SE-KURE CONTROLS (CANADA) INC.
Toronto 1-800-667-3390

Ph: (905) 670-9885

Fax: (905) 670-9188

WWW.SEKURE.CA
info@sekure.ca

Vancouver 1-800-667-9199

Ph: (604) 273-4456

Fax: (604) 273-4459

BLISTER-TAG

Do your EAS tags get removed from your merchandise? Are you looking for a
better way to secure blister packed items? The BLISTER-TAG is a visual deterrent and a secure housing for EAS tags. It can’t be removed and snaps easily and
securely onto blister or clamshell packs. At the checkout, BLISTER-TAG is quick
and easy for the cashier to find on the merchandise for deactivation, and requires
removal or special handling. BLISTER-TAG uses EAS/DR technology.
ORDER
INFORMATION

SPIDER WRAP

Item No.

Description

BL 130DR

Blistertag with DR technology (black)

The SPIDER WRAP prevents product theft and product swapping with a sleek
durable wrap. Constructed of high quality multi-strand aircraft steel cable, this
unique security device is available in three sizes, which quickly adjusts to protect
a wide range of high-end merchandise. Boxed items such as office software, computer hardware, electronics, digital cameras, tools and hardware, faucet sets and
much more, can be openly and safely displayed. The low profile SPIDER WRAP
security device is totally compatible with source tagging, and is equipped with a
magnetic lock which can only be released by the special key.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

SWRAP1

Spider Wrap 30” (76cm)

SWRAP2

Spider Wrap 50” (127cm)

SWRAP3

Spider Wrap 70” (178 cm)

CINCH-TAG - VISUAL - VERSATILE - DISPOSABLE
Whether it’s source tagging or a retail applied security device, CINCH-TAG is the
answer. This product houses the popular EAS tags and securely wraps around a
wide range of merchandise, giving you maximum product protection.
The CINCH-TAG is a disposable visual deterrent, unlike topically applied tags,
which can be easily removed, the CINCH-TAG houses and protects the EAS tag.
It’s the ideal solution for securing luggage, handbags, tools, and hardware, sporting goods, etc., by simply cinching the straps down until the CINCH-TAG fits snug
on the merchandise. And CINCH-TAG does not compromise the packaging or the
merchandising aesthetics of the display.
ORDER
INFORMATION

Item No.

Description

CT 110 DR

CINCH-TAG w/DR Technology (Orange)

CT 140 DR

CINCH-TAG W/DR Technology (Grey)

ASK FOR A COMPLETE ALPHA RETAIL SECURITY PRODUCTS CATALOGUE

SE-KURE CONTROLS (CANADA) INC.
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“Being Good For Your Business,
Is Good For Our Business”

VANCOUVER HEAD OFFICE

TORONTO REGIONAL OFFICE

Ph: (604) 273-4456
Fax: (604) 273-4459
Toll Free: 1-800-667-9199
Email: info@sekure.ca

Ph: (905) 670-9855
Fax: (905) 670-9188
Toll Free: 1-800-667-3390
Email: info@sekure.ca

Suite 5 - 3260 Viking Way
Richmond, BC V6V 1N6

Suite 4 - 530 Otto Road
Mississauga, ON L5T 2l5

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS FOR ASSET PROTECTION

WWW.SEKURE.CA

